
A Guide for Observing Teachers  

 

Teaching observations are like interviews: You want to go in with some key questions to ask, but you 

mostly want to be in the moment and just engage with what unfolds. This guide offers some suggestions 

to teachers and observers for how to make the most of a formative observation (one aimed at providing 

the teacher with another perspective on what the classroom scene looks like, that the teacher can use 

to shape their teaching). Do not read or use the following as a “form” or an set of requirements; it 

describes approaches that often work well, and you can use them as much or as little as suits your 

needs.  

 

Do not let the following overwhelm you. Keep perspective. What are you gonna do? You’re gonna go 

visit someone’s class, have the (genuine) delight of watching another teacher do things you struggle to 

do, do your best to keep track of things you saw that you thought were important, and write a reflection 

on that which will be of some benefit to you and to the teacher you observed. The in-depth “things to 

think about” that follows isn’t what it takes to do a good teaching observation; it’s a fairly 

comprehensive list of things some of which you might find yourself focusing on in class, and a list of 

considerations for how to get the observation done that observers always have to manage.  

 

 

I.  What are you looking for? 

As teachers, you know perfectly well the kind of experience that feels “right” in a classroom, but often 

we don’t stop to put language to what creates that experience and that feeling. An observer can help 

put a finger on what’s happening in the room as a whole when things are really humming, and when 

they’re grinding to a halt. Below are some things you might not know you know about what’s happening 

when those great moments are cooking in a classroom, or when they’re actively not. This stuff can’t be 

check-listed -- an observer can’t spend their time staring into the room trying to make a note of every 

single thing here. Rather, this is a list of places you might look, as an observer, when you’re trying to find 

the why’s for particular moments in a room.  

 

● Space and setting: What does this room look like? What are its moving parts, its places, sounds, 

smells, colors, feels, temperature? What is its furniture? How do the students fill the space? 

How much space do the students have? How does the space configure students toward each 

other and the teacher? Where does the space put the teacher? (Eg in the front three feet of the 

room? Amongst the students? To one side?) What are ways you see the teacher using the space 

to their advantage, or not noticing an advantage the space gives?  (And, observer, how does 

your own placement limit your view of and participation in the class?)  

 

● Planning and Flow of the day: Does the teacher begin with a meaningful and reasonable plan for 

the day (one that makes sense, has good reasons for being, and could actually work)? Does the 

teacher choose to stay with the plan once the class is going? How does the class move between 

activities, how’s the pacing, does the teacher seem in sync with student timing (not lingering too 

long or going too quickly through an activity or its parts)? Does the teacher preview or overview 



the day for students? Give them learning points or outcomes for the day? How does the teacher 

transition between “sections” or activities or themes?  

 

● Teacher and student engagement: So students (and teacher) show up on time, and in sufficient 

numbers? Is the teacher relating well to the students? Does the teacher seem aware of the 

room as a whole? Is the teacher able to “see” from the students’ perspective (from physical 

things like knowing if the room is loud or the projection is displaying large enough to read at the 

back of the room, to affective things like picking up the mood of the room or being aware when 

students are tuned in or out)? Are the students and teacher in a healthy-feeling interaction or 

does the room feel off or bad in some ways? Is the teacher able to create and/or feed off 

student excitement, interest, and buzz? Where is the “center” of the activities: is the teacher 

lecturing a lot, is the discussion among the students, how is the interchange between them, do 

students talk to each other as well as to the teacher?  

 

● Teacher flexibility and adaptability: a classroom experience is an interaction between 26 moving 

bodies all having different days/weeks/months plus other moving parts such as texts, 

technology, the news of the day, and food, so, a teacher with a plan is engaging with a lot of 

moving parts out of their control. Question is, how does that flexible, dancing engagement then 

go? When a student throws a curve answer, how does the teacher respond? When silence, how 

teacher? When technology crunches, what then? When students ask unexpected questions? 

When a teacher doesn’t know? When students volley a convo well out of the range of where the 

teacher wanted attention to be? How does your teacher handle all that? Does the teacher 

notice unexpected opportunities in unexpected moments and take advantage of them? 

 

● Teacher expertise: Put bluntly, does the teacher know what they’re talking about? Have they 

done the reading? Do they know when they don’t know what they’re talking about? Are they 

able to explain the difference to students, to modulate their authority between “This shit is 

gospel” and “You know, I’m tentative on that, I have some opinions but I don’t know how much 

weight you should put on them” and “I have no idea, so I’m gonna do some research on that”? 

But maybe most of all: How transparent is the teacher about their own knowledge, expertise, 

experience, and ways of thinking? How much do students get to see the teacher thinking as a 

writer?  

 

Remember, ultimately, that the most valuable focus you can provide is whatever the teacher asked for. 

Prioritize their requests. AND, remember that the point of the above list is not to take it into the 

classroom and look for everything on it. It just tries to predict the sorts of things you’re likely to be 

noticing while you’re observing, and gives you a check on what you noticed after the observation is over.  

 

 

II.  Physical arrangements and procedures 

Preparation 



● Observers, find out from the teacher beforehand if they have any particular needs for how the 

observation should go. Do they need you to be in a particular place in the room? Do they need 

you to watch for particular things, or to try to observe particular people? Most importantly, 

what specific aspects of their class that day would they most like feedback on?  

● Teachers, provide your observer with a copy of your plans or teaching notes for the day and 

any handouts, other materials, and readings the class will be doing. Make sure the observer has 

been able to see your syllabus and a copy of any major assignments you’re currently working on. 

This is all context.  

 

In the Classroom 

● Observers should try to be 5-10 minutes early so that they can observe as students arrive and 

hear the initial classroom underlife, which can be very important context for seeing how the 

ensuing class goes. (It’s before class that you’ll hear candid student comments about what 

reading has been done and not, how the writing is really going, etc.)  

● Observers often like to position themselves on an outside edge of the class -- close to students 

but not in the center of things 

● Teachers will often let their students know, in the preceding class, to expect the observer that 

day. Usually, teachers will introduce the observer briefly. It’s totally fine to be forthcoming 

about why they’re there: “One thing teachers routinely do is observe each other’s teaching so 

that we can get feedback from other experienced people on what the class looks like.” Usually 

we lie to the students a little and say “They’re here to watch me, not you, so don’t even worry 

about ‘em.” Because of course in reality the observer is there to watch the whole thing. But it’s 

important students not think their class performance is being evaluated.  

● Observers can participate in the class as much or as little as they choose, from never saying a 

word beyond “hi” to joining group conversations. Be aware that the more engaged an observer 

is in the class, the less attention they are likely to be paying to the big picture of how the class is 

working, so if they do participate, they need to be aware of the passage of time and how long 

they’re taking away from their main role as a “journalist”/reporter. 

● During the class, the observer should be eyes up/ears open and note-taking (to the extent 

those operations are not contradictory). The point of notes is to be able to lend detailed 

description which you’re unlikely to remember to general impressions that are themselves 

perfectly memorable. When I observe a class I might think, that teacher has a really good 

connection with their students … but what made me think that? What kinds of things was I 

seeing that led me to that conclusion? That’s what notes are for. The other main thing notes are 

for is remembering the order of things and particular things that get said by students or teacher; 

there probably will be a few quotations in your notes. You will probably not be writing 

constantly, but expect to be writing a lot. Handwriting notes on paper is less obtrusive than 

typing them.  

● Observer’s notes are often in two places: a running narrative of what’s happening, just a 

pattern about “then this then this then this then this,” and a list of your thoughts on what you’re 

seeing. Make sure there’s space in your note-taking arrangements for both types of notes.  

 



After Class 

● If observer and teacher both have time, take a few minutes after class to talk with each other 

about initial impressions. Very often an observer will want to know, “So how did you think that 

went?” or “So was that typical?” or other immediate questions that will help the observer 

interpret what they saw. Try to get those questions asked (and a few notes made on the 

answers) as soon as you can. 

● Shortly after observing, if possible, review your notes against the list of what to look for 

above. See if there are any aspects you would have wanted to comment on that aren’t already 

in your notes. Use the list simply as a memory check for the completeness of your notes -- did 

you get a chance to write down everything you wanted to?  

● Write your reflection by reviewing your notes and deciding what you want to say about what 

you saw in observing and how it relates to what you’ve seen in your own teaching, with an eye 

toward 1) what you’ve learned about your own teaching by doing this and 2) what the teacher 

you observed can learn from what you saw. Remember in that second part that this will be not 

merely any suggestions for improvement, but a commentary on strengths that can be built 

from, what’s working well. Teachers are insecure creatures: we’re usually pretty keen to our 

flaws but often have a hard time seeing what we’re actually good at. An observer’s job is to 

point this stuff out. 


